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Better Kansas City
MARCH 3, 2021

PRESENTED BY

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Women building better communities

For corporate, civic and community stakeholders,
C3KC is a collaborative conference to spark change for a better Kansas City.
Since 1914, our League has identified key issues affecting Kansas City and forged collaborative relationships with
community stakeholders to find lasting solutions. Whether founding the first public kindergarten in Kansas City,
launching a polio immunization campaign, running a bi-state initiative to save Union Station or convening different
sectors at C3KC to discuss complex social issues, the Junior League has been at the forefront of positive change.

OUR MISSION
The Junior League of Kansas City, Missouri (JLKCMO), is a 501(c)(3) organization of women committed to
promoting voluntarism, developing the potential of women and improving communities through the effective action
and leadership of trained volunteers. Its purpose is exclusively educational and charitable.
The Junior League welcomes all women who value our Mission. We are committed to inclusive environments of
diverse individuals, organizations and communities.

OUR VISION
The Junior League of Kansas City, Missouri has a vision to be a visible group of active volunteers focused on
improving the quality of life in our community.
The JLKCMO reaches out to women of all races, religions and national origins who demonstrate an interest in and
commitment to voluntarism. Our League currently numbers more than 1,300 strong. We are women who work
full-time, part-time and in the home; single women, married women and mothers. We are women who share diverse
interests and backgrounds as well as a desire to improve our community through volunteer action and grant-making.
Founded in 1914, the Junior League of Kansas City, Missouri, has been associated with more than 350 community
agencies and organizations. Since the League’s inception, our members have raised $18.5 million for our Mission and
given over 2.5 million hours of volunteer time. League members research areas of need in the Kansas City area and
educate the membership and the community about those issues. Currently, our focus area is Women and Children.

ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES INTERNATIONAL (AJLI)
Formed in 1921, the AJLI provides continuity and support, guidance and leadership development opportunities to 295
Junior Leagues in the United States, Canada, Mexico and the United Kingdom.
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Welcome to C3KC
On behalf of the Junior League of
Kansas City, Missouri, it is my sincere
honor to welcome you to C3KC 2021.
As the year anniversary of the official
stay-at-home order in our community
quickly approaches, I am reminded how
fortunate we are to have the opportunity
to deliver high quality content to
spark change in our lives and in our
communities virtually.
I am extraordinarily proud of the
exceptional work the committee, with
support from our community advisors
and ambassadors, has accomplished
this year. Unlike any other conference,
the unique content you will experience at C3KC focuses on ideas and
issues that shape and challenge us all.
We are grateful for your support and enthusiastic participation in
today’s event, whether you are in Kansas City or joining us from
one of the many communities far beyond our borders. We hope the
program today pushes boundaries, promotes critical thinking and
connects you to individuals from other organizations and walks of
life.
With gratitude,
Karen Crnkovich
2020-2021 President
Junior League of Kansas City, Missouri
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Rodney D. Smith, Ed.D., William Jewell College
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Program
9:15 am

WELCOME

9:30 am

KEYNOTE SPEAKER ANGELA DUCKWORTH

10:30 am

TAKE A BREAK WITH THE PENGUINS OF THE KANSAS CITY ZOO

10:40 am

MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS
The Wealth Gap: Increasing Financial Access for All Communities
Unmasking Imposter Syndrome for Equity and Inclusion
Looking Back to Soar Ahead

11:30 am

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS BREAKOUT

12:00 pm

LUNCH BREAK

12:30 pm

MID-DAY BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Design Thinking 2.0
The Digital Divide: A Grade Apart
The Economic “She-Cession” and a Plan for Recovery

1:20 pm

BRANTON/HALL AWARD PRESENTATION
Mamie Hughes, 2021 Recipient

1:35 PM

CHAIR YOGA BREAK WITH CHILDREN’S MERCY HOSPITAL

1:40 pm

AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Redesigning Cities for Inclusion
Philanthropy: Women Controlling Dollars and Decisions, presented by Aperio Philanthropy
Mental Health Refresh, presented by Blue Cross Blue Shield Kansas City

2:30 pm

CLOSING PANEL
Corporate, Community and Civic Collaboration: Social Innovation That Works

3:15 pm

SOCIAL NETWORKING

If you have technical difficulties on the day of the program please email C3KC@jlkc.org.
We are excited to welcome you to be informed and inspired at C3KC.
Views expressed by our speakers and participants are their own and do not necessarily reflect the views
held by the Junior League of Kansas City, Missouri, or the Association of Junior Leagues International, Inc.
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C3KC 2021 Keynote Presentation
Angela Duckworth
Angela Duckworth is the founder and CEO of Character Lab, a
nonprofit whose mission is to advance scientific insights that help
children thrive. She is also the Rosa Lee and Egbert Chang Professor
at the University of Pennsylvania, faculty co-director of the PennWharton Behavior Change for Good Initiative, and faculty co-director
of Wharton People Analytics.
A 2013 MacArthur Fellow, Angela has advised the World Bank, NBA
and NFL teams, and Fortune 500 CEOs.
Prior to her career in research, Angela founded a summer school
for underserved children that was profiled as a Harvard Kennedy
School case study and, in 2018, celebrated its 25th anniversary. She
has also been a McKinsey management consultant and a math and
science teacher at public schools in New York City, San Francisco and
Philadelphia.
Angela completed her undergraduate degree in Advanced Studies
Neurobiology at Harvard, graduating magna cum laude. With the
support of a Marshall Scholarship, she completed an M.Sc. with
Distinction in Neuroscience from Oxford University. She completed her Ph.D. in Psychology as a National Science
Foundation Graduate Fellow at the University of Pennsylvania.
Angela’s TED talk is among the most viewed of all time. Her book Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance is a #1 New
York Times best seller. She is also co-host, with Stephen Dubner, of the podcast No Stupid Questions.
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Branton/Hall Community Collaborator Award
2021 Award Recipient
MAMIE HUGHES
Mamie Hughes is a Kansas City treasure with a history
of convening people for lasting, positive change.
Her accomplishments include being the first Black
woman to be elected to the Jackson County legislature,
appointed by President Carter to ACTION/VISTA,
and serving as Chair of the Black Economic Union and
the Mid-America Regional Council Board of Directors
and Commission on Aging.
In addition, she supported grass root activities for
voter registration and the development of the 18th &
Vine area, including the GEM Theater, the Negro Leagues Museum and the Jazz District. In 2016 she wrote her
autobiography, Mamie Who? The Life and Times of a Colored Woman, chronicling her efforts against racism and
championing women’s rights. Her commitment to civic engagement, leadership and collaboration for social good
is legendary. We are honored to recognize and thank her for many past, present and future contributions to spark
change in Kansas City.

The Branton/Hall Community Collaborator Award recognizes an individual
from the Greater Kansas City area who has played an active role in civic
engagement, leadership, fostering a spirit of service to others and promoting
the spirit of collaboration for social good.
The Branton/Hall Community Collaborator Award was named in memory and
honor of two JLKCMO members – Mary Shaw “Shawsie” Branton and Adele
Hall. These women dedicated their lives to making Kansas City a better, more
inclusive community.

SHAWSIE BRANTON

Shawsie and Adele were model volunteers who worked as catalysts for change,
sensing needs in our community and then working diligently to bring the right
individuals together to solve some of our city’s most pressing issues.

PREVIOUS AWARD RECIPIENTS
2018 – Albert P. Mauro, Sr.
2019 – David Oliver
2020 – SuEllen Fried
ADELE HALL
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MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS
THE WEALTH GAP: INCREASING FINANCIAL ACCESS FOR ALL COMMUNITIES
When communities lack financial access, it hinders positive economic growth. Disparities in financial literacy, banking
efficacy, wealth building, local investment and the obstacles around access will be discussed. We’ll dig into national trends
and Kansas City regional wealth data, especially around the racial wealth gap. How can all sectors embrace the importance
of improving these conditions for positive change?
Ruben Alonso III: President, AltCap
AltCap is a high-performing, impact-driven community development financial institution. Mr.
Alonso serves on the Board at Community Capital Fund, Saint Luke’s Health System and Midtown
KC Now, and has been an adjunct professor at UMKC’s Department of Architecture, Planning and
Design, where he teaches a course in urban redevelopment.
Gwen Grant: President & CEO, Urban League of Greater Kansas City
Ms. Grant leads the Urban League in their mission of enabling African Americans and other
disadvantaged persons to secure economic self-reliance, parity, power and civil rights. She is
founder of the COVID-19 Collective Impact Collaborative, is engaged in numerous civic and
community organizations, and is a Ruckette on KCPT’s political commentary show, Ruckus.
David Warm: Executive Director, Mid-America Regional Council
Mr. Warm leads MARC, a council of governments for Greater Kansas City, in key regional
planning initiatives. MARC is widely regarded for innovation and effectiveness in areas that include
transportation, environmental protection, emergency management, aging and community services,
early education, workforce development and local government cooperative services.
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MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS
UNMASKING IMPOSTER SYNDROME FOR EQUITY AND INCLUSION
Representation matters. Allyship and collaboration can help overcome self-doubt for those in communities with a new or
growing seat at the table. What part do you play to enable all sectors to reach their potential?
Debi Jackson: Owner, Gender, Inc.; TransFamilies Program Manager, Gender Diversity Services
Ms. Jackson became an advocate for transgender rights in 2014 when her speech about her
daughter’s transition at the age of four went viral. Her daughter was featured on the cover of
National Geographic’s “Gender Revolution” issue. Gender, Inc. offers professional development,
consulting services and transgender-inclusivity training.
Alana Muller: Community Development Director, American Public Square
Committed to relationship-building, entrepreneurship, leadership and community, Ms. Muller
models respect, empathy and inclusion as tenets of a just society. A business owner, author and
board member, she is founder of Coffee Lunch Coffee and KC Common Good. Her purpose is to
connect, inspire and empower community.
Patrick Sallee: CEO, Vibrant Health
Mr. Sallee leads Vibrant Health in its mission of providing access to respectful, empowering,
culturally sensitive and high-quality health care for the community, regardless of socioeconomic
obstacles. He has been Chief Development Officer for the American Red Cross KC and Director of
Development for Big Brothers Big Sisters of Greater Kansas City.
India Williams: Director, KIPP Through College, KIPP Endeavor Academy
Ms. Williams has spent the last decade leading and transforming college access programs through
culturally responsive counseling and leadership development, strategic planning and data-driven
decision-making processes. She serves on the KC Public Library Board of Trustees and is a member
of Congressman Emanuel Cleaver II’s Black Brown Coalition and was named a 2020 Rising Star by
The Independent.
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MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS
LOOKING BACK TO SOAR AHEAD
If history has taught us anything, it’s that hard times are nothing new. Sometimes we’ve got it right. Sometimes we’ve got it
wrong. How can we learn from our past successes to avoid future mistakes? A discussion of the historical underpinnings
that mirror the present and what we can draw from them moving forward.
DeAngela Burns-Wallace, Ph.D.: Secretary, Kansas Department of Administration
Dr. Burns-Wallace is a national trainer and curriculum developer for national professional
development organizations, nonprofits and higher education institutions on such issues as
micro-aggressions, multi-generational workplace differences, diversity and inclusion, change
management, professional development pathways and strategic planning.
Alfredo García, Ph.D.: Director of Major Gifts, UMKC Bloch School of Management
Dr. García is a sociologist by training and a fundraising professional by trade. He is an energetic
leader with a dedication to data-driven strategy and decision-making in nonprofit organizations.
He was previously the Associate Executive Director of Miami City Ballet.
Joe Reardon: President & CEO, Greater Kansas City Chamber of Commerce
While Mayor/CEO of the Unified Government of Wyandotte County/Kansas City, Kansas, Mr.
Reardon led the effort to bring Google Fiber to KCK and saw the opening of Sporting Park. He is
also former President/CEO of the Kansas City Area Transportation Authority.
Sheri Gonzalez Warren: Vice-President & Director, KC Rising, Civic Council of GKC
As VP and Director of KC Rising, which holds a shared vision of regional prosperity for all, Ms.
Warren works with businesses, organizations and leaders to promote system alignment, identify
gaps and monitor the region’s outcomes in key economic indicators. Her career has focused on
economic and community development in local, state and international contexts.
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MID-DAY BREAKOUT SESSIONS
DESIGN THINKING 2.0
Back by popular demand! Imagine design thinking amplified through a pandemic lens and what that means to move us
forward.
Jason Gaikowski: Global Lead, VMLY&R’s Experience Practice
Mr. Gaikowski serves many of the world’s greatest companies and introduces Design for Business to
thousands of executives and professionals across the world. He is a passionate and lifelong learner
who fuses human-centered design, behavioral economics and competitive strategy to unlock
sustainable value for people, business and culture.

THE DIGITAL DIVIDE: A GRADE APART
Technology paradoxically connects and divides in the education world. Now, more than ever, the disparities of access
among communities are starkly emphasized. Where are we and how far do we have to go?
Katie Boody: Co-Founder & CEO, LEANLAB Education
Ms. Boody has spent her life in education, as a teacher in urban charter schools, public schools and
in nonprofit management. She explores the intersection of education with creativity, community
building and entrepreneurship and is the co-founder of LEANLAB, an organization building
communities and launching transformational innovations into K-12 schools.
Carrie Coogan: Deputy Director, Public Affairs & Community Engagement, KC Public Library
Ms. Coogan has spent her career advocating for digital literacy and inclusion locally, nationally
and internationally, sharing ideas and challenges with people working to bridge the digital divide
worldwide. She serves on the board of Digital Inclusion KC Coalition and was formerly the
Executive Director of Literacy Kansas City.
Ina Montgomery: Founder & Executive Director, Urban TEC
Ms. Montgomery leads Urban Technology Empowered Communities in closing the digital literacy
divide in urban schools and communities. She uses an innovative approach and delivery to engage
students and community members with technology tools, knowledge, skills and abilities to be
successful and prepared for jobs in the global career marketplace.
Rick Usher: Assistant City Manager for Entrepreneurship & Small Business, City of Kansas City, MO
In his work at City Hall, Mr. Usher represents the city in the Coalition for Digital Inclusion as
they seek to define the path from digital inclusion to economic mobility and entrepreneurship. He
was on the team that brought Google Fiber to Kansas City and co-founded KCBizCare, the City’s
Business Customer Service Center.
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MID-DAY BREAKOUT SESSIONS
THE ECONOMIC “SHE-CESSION” AND A PLAN FOR RECOVERY
Economic repercussions from the pandemic have disproportionately affected women in the workforce: We need new
solutions that all sectors can embrace.
Cordell Carter II: Executive Director, Socrates Program, The Aspen Institute
Mr. Carter directs the Socrates Program, a global education forum for leaders, and speaks at
conferences, leads workshops and moderates panels and seminars around the globe. His honors
include being an Eisenhower Fellow to China, a Robert Bosch Foundation Fellow for Young
American Leaders and a Broad Foundation Resident in Urban Education.
Jessica Palm: Vice President, Marketing & PR, KC Area Development Council
KCADC serves as the region’s sales and marketing team, attracting corporate investment, jobs and
talent. A national thought leader featured in The Wall Street Journal, Fast Company and Business
Insider, Ms. Palm is proud to be on the executive leadership team of the No. 1 regional economic
development group in the country.
Victoria DeFrancesco Soto: Assistant Dean, LBJ School of Public Affairs,
The University of Texas
In addition to being Assistant Dean for Civic Engagement at the LBJ School, Dr. Soto is a political
analyst for NBC News and Telemundo. Her areas of expertise in the domestic policy landscape
include immigration, Latinos, women and childcare, and economic equity. She has been named one
of the top 12 scholars in the country by Diverse magazine.
Molly Weaver: Senior Director of Talent Acquisition, Children’s Mercy Hospital
Ms. Weaver works to find the best people possible to take care of Kansas City’s children, people
with a passion for the health and well-being of our most vulnerable citizens. Her role includes
setting strategy for future staffing, educational programs and high school outreach.
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AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS
REDESIGNING CITIES FOR INCLUSION
From changing policies to landmarks, cities including Kansas City are pivoting their approach to representation and access
for all communities.
Stephenie Smith: Managing Partner, Sophic Solutions
Ms. Smith is a cause-driven equity leader with a proven ability to actualize change, plus evaluate
and lead community mobilization through effective systems thinking and operational innovation.
As co-founder of Sophic Solutions, she offers management solutions to large and small businesses,
schools and nonprofit agencies.
Geoff Stricker: Senior VP & Senior Managing Director, Edgemoor Infrastructure & Real Estate
Mr. Stricker is responsible for overseeing the identification, planning and execution of Edgemoor’s
infrastructure and real estate deals. Edgemoor has received national recognition for keeping
diversity, inclusion and human equity at the forefront of the New Terminal Project at KCI.
Jacob Wagner, Ph.D.: Associate Professor of Urban Planning + Design, UMKC
Dr. Wagner is the faculty founder of the UMKC Center for Neighborhoods, where he seeks to
transform the practice of city building to make our neighborhoods more sustainable. He is the
recent recipient of a Public Service Award (with Anita Dixon) for his work to establish Kansas City,
Missouri, as a UNESCO City of Music.
Michele L. Watley: Founder & President, The Griot Group
Ms. Watley is an industry-recognized practitioner as a political strategist and communications
specialist. She’s the founder of Shirley’s Kitchen Cabinet, a nonpartisan nonprofit dedicated to
amplifying the voices of Black women. Her company, The Griot Group, is a political engagement
and public relations firm that works on campaigns at every level of government.

PHILANTHROPY: WOMEN CONTROLLING DOLLARS AND DECISIONS
PRESENTED BY APERIO PHILANTHROPY
Women are set to inherit and earn billions over the next decade—and are already a
powerful force for change. How are women leveraging their resources for impact?
What opportunities for all sectors are emerging? And, how can women expand their impact today?
Wendy Doyle: President and CEO, United WE
United WE promotes equity and opportunity for women and their families. Wendy has worked
with the National Kidney Foundation and Catholic Charities of Northeast Kansas and served on
the boards of Nonprofit Connect and the Civic Opera Theater.
Kathleen Loehr: Senior Consultant, Aspen Leadership Group; Principal, Kathleen Loehr &
Associates
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As Principal of Kathleen Loehr & Associates and a senior consultant with Aspen Leadership
Group, Ms. Loehr knows that gender matters in philanthropy. A national thought leader, she helps
organizations adapt their fundraising practices to engage women for increased impact and funding.
Ms. Loehr translated the research on women and philanthropy into her book, Gender Matters: A
Guide to Growing Women’s Philanthropy.

AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS
PHILANTHROPY: WOMEN CONTROLLING DOLLARS AND DECISIONS, CONTINUED
Jackie VanderBrug: Managing Director, Head of Sustainable & Impact Investment Strategy,
Chief Investment Office, Bank of America
Ms. VanderBrug is responsible for driving sustainability through the investment process
including thought leadership, strategy development, client experience and portfolio construction
for individuals, institutions and foundations. She believes that all investors should understand
their power to make an impact on environmental, social and governance matters through their
investments.
Bianca Derouene: CEO, Aperio Philanthropy
Ms. Derouene created Aperio with a passion for making it easier for nonprofits to realize their
fundraising potential, helping organizations figure out how to do what they know to do. She
believes communities depend on neighbors helping neighbors and that nonprofits enable people to
be part of solutions for problems no government or company can solve.

MENTAL HEALTH REFRESH
PRESENTED BY BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD KANSAS CITY
It’s been said mental health is the “fourth wave” of COVID. Is the mental health system
prepared, and what are the opportunities for improvements to address this critical need?
Mitchell Douglass, M.D.: Medical Director, Child Psychiatry Inpatient Services, Marillac,
The University of Kansas Health System
Dr. Douglass is also an assistant professor at the University of Kansas Medical Center. His practice
focuses on adolescent psychiatry, suicide prevention and first-episode psychosis. After medical
school, he completed residencies in pediatrics, adult psychiatry and child psychiatry.
Lauren Lucht: Executive Director, Mental and Behavioral Health, The University of Kansas
Health System
Ms. Lucht has dedicated her life to the mental and emotional well-being of others and is passionate
in her loyalty to vulnerable and underserved populations. She has worked with multiple prison
populations and believes we all deserve to be healthy in mind, body and soul and treated with
dignity in our times of need.
Elizabeth Muenks, Ph.D.: Assistant Professor / Psychologist, Onco-Psychology Program,
The University of Kansas Medical Center
Dr. Muenks specializes in cancer and has research and clinical experience in diversity-related
topics, minority psychology issues and multiculturally competent practice. She serves as Chair of
the DEI committee in the Mental and Behavioral Health Department at KU Med.
David Oliver: Trial Lawyer, Berkowitz Oliver LLP
In addition to being a busy trial lawyer, Mr. Oliver has a board consulting practice and invests
significant time in our community, serving on the boards of AlignED, William Jewell College,
DeLaSalle School, MRIGlobal, the UMKC Trustees, Teach for America-KC, the Spencer Art
Museum, the Francis Family Foundation and more.
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CLOSING PANEL
CORPORATE, COMMUNITY AND CIVIC COLLABORATION:
   SOCIAL INNOVATION THAT WORKS
How does effective, positive social innovation happen? Hear from new and established leaders who have intentionally
collaborated with corporate, civic and community sectors to bring about remarkable outcomes. We’ll dig into growth
mindset, higher purpose and purpose alignment, relationship building strategies, creative ways to intentionally bridge gaps,
and much more. These powerful stories will ignite your thinking to spark positive change.
Rev. Adam Hamilton: Senior Pastor, United Methodist Church of the Resurrection
Rev. Hamilton is the founding pastor of Church of the Resurrection, the largest United Methodist
Church in the U.S. He received the Martin Luther King, Jr. Legacy Award for his work in racial
reconciliation, and engaging in acts of justice and mercy in the community is a focus of his
congregation.
Christine Kemper: Founder, Kansas City Girls Preparatory Academy, Kemper & Company
Ms. Kemper’s career includes work in politics, entertainment, education, marketing, fundraising
and philanthropy. Her marketing and research consultancy has advised local, national and global
brands since 2002. She serves on many boards, including as president of the KC Symphony
Foundation.
Brent Lager: Founder & President, Uncover KC
Uncover KC strives to build a bridge between those who wish to improve their community and
those who need help doing so, through active voluntarism, event management and more. Mr. Lager
is also an adjunct professor at William Jewell College’s Pryor Center for Leadership Development.
Katie Kwo Gerson, Moderator: Board of Directors, the Association of Junior Leagues
International
Katie’s experience as a community leader and business executive/entrepreneur in strategy and
product development enables her to creatively advance positive change. She currently serves as
Board Chair for University Academy, on the Board of Directors for AltCap, a Board member of the
Association of Junior Leagues International, and as a past president of the Junior League of Kansas
City, Missouri.
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5th Annual C3KC
March 2, 2022

OUR HISTORY
For the past 107 years, the Junior League of Kansas City, Missouri, has been a force creating and sustaining organizations
that address critical issues in Kansas City, such as the challenges of women and children’s health, education, domestic
violence, mental health and physical disabilities.
Here are some highlights from our collaborative successes in Kansas City.

SOCIAL SERVICE
1914 Worked with Mattie Rhodes Center, providing funding and volunteers for daycare for
		 working mothers and necessities for their families.
1917-1929

Helped found Kansas City’s Florence Crittenton Home, where unwed mothers and
prostitutes could live and learn professional skills.

1977 Founding funder for The Children’s Place, where the youngest survivors of abuse, neglect
		 and trauma receive healing.
1983-1989
1987

Early funder and supporter of MOCSA.
Founded and funded Rose Brooks Therapeutic Children’s Program.

1992 Founding funder for Hope House, the first domestic violence shelter in eastern Jackson
		County.
2009

Created BackSnack program with Harvesters, providing weekend meals for students and
		 families at University Academy.

2020

Provided nearly $45,000 in emergency COVID-19 grants.

CHILD & MATERNAL HEALTH
1915

Began working with what would become Children’s Mercy Hospital.

1919

Established first prenatal clinic in Kansas City.

1920-1945

Ran Junior League Free Health Clinic.

1987

Early funder to establish first Ronald McDonald House in Kansas City, Missouri.

1993

Collaborated with Mid-America Immunization Coalition on a multi-year campaign.

2014 Completed a five-year initiative in Children’s Nutrition and Fitness, with one result being a
		 26% reduction in obesity in program participants at University Academy.
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SHARED KNOWLEDGE
1979-1982 Developed and shared
		 Management and Leadership
		 Training program with KC
		 nonprofit organizations.
2013-2020 Prepare members for nonprofit
		 board service through the Civic
		 Leadership program.
2014-2020 Co-founder with UMKC of the
		 Advanced Leadership
		 Certification Series, a model of
		 training for nonprofit leadership.

CIVIC INVOLVEMENT
1934

Created Docent Program at The
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, the 		
first program of its kind and model
for the Metropolitan Museum of
Art’s program.
1975 Partnered on Folly Theater
		restoration.
1990 Created Jazzoo fundraiser for
		 Kansas City Zoo and established
		 the Zoo Learning Fund.
1994-1999 Involved with Union Station
		 restoration and a significant
		 supporter of Science City.
2014 Gave $1 million lead gift to the
		 Penguin Ice Paradise at the
		 Kansas City Zoo in honor of our
		 100th anniversary.
		
		
		
		

EDUCATION & ARTS
1914 Established first public
		 kindergarten in Kansas City.
1932 Established grade school for
		 children with cerebral palsy.
1940/1950s Produced award-winning
		 children’s radio & television
		programs.
1947 Founded Crippled Children’s
		 Nursery, now Ability KC;
		 became the first desegregated
		 school in Kansas City in 1952.
1953 Co-founded Children’s Center
		 for the Visually Impaired.
1959 Established scholarship at KU for
		 students pursuing social work
		degrees.
1967-1987 Developed 30 Miles of Art,
		 a regional art show to fund
		 educational resources at The
		 Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art.
2000-2010 Committed a decade to our
		 Children’s Literacy Initiative,
		 working with Operation
		 Breakthrough and with the Kansas
		 City Star to establish Hooked on
		Books.
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
1922-1939

Founded Girls’ Advisory and
Protective Bureau, the first social
service agency to provide case
management for both white and
black girls.
1989 Early funder to establish the
		 nation’s first Ailey Camp, using art
		 to educate and empower youth.
1998 Funded Truman Teen Moms
		 Program, focused on providing
		 prenatal care and family
		 education to help girls avoid teen
		pregnancy.
1995 Early funder to Dramatic AIDS
		 Education Project, a
		 groundbreaking program
		 established in partnership with KU
		 Medical School and The Coterie
		 Theatre to talk to teens about the
		 dangers of unprotected sex.
		
		
		
		

A Warm Thank You
On behalf of the C3KC Committee, we want to thank you for joining us
for yet another year of collaboration for the common good of our city and
beyond. As we reflect on the day’s programming, we hope that you found
the topics to be thought provoking, challenging and inspirational.
Our committee has enjoyed the past year of curating the outstanding
programming, bringing Angela’s powerful message to our metro and
highlighting both the national and local thought leaders that have made
this collaborative conference a success.
Our vision is that by bringing together those from the corporate, civic and
community sectors, we can step out of our comfort zones, challenge bias
and truly spark change for a better Kansas City.
With gratitude,
Stephanie Davis, Kristen Patterson and Robin Rowland
C3KC 2021 Co-Chairs

2020-2021 JLKCMO Board of Directors

Christy LaHood
Jessica Matthys
Sophie Doroba
Courtney Raupp

Katie Rooney
Meghann Aberle
Karen Crnkovich

Susan Moss
Kimberlee Ried
Chelsea Chaney

Sarah Koci Scheilz
Celeste Greenlee
Decemeber Brammer

Kimberly Craig
Sarah Dempster
Lissa Haag
Aaron Fulk

Thank You C3KC SPONSORS
PRESENTING SPONSOR

JLKCMO DIAMOND SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSORS

Sandy Johnson
Jeanne & Charlie Sosland

SESSION SPONSORS
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Donors as of press time, March 1, 2021.

SILVER SPONSORS

Bunni Copaken
Laura Crowe

Mary Hunkeler
Robin & Rick Rowland

Lisa Schellhorn
Leslie Whitaker

BRONZE SPONSORS

Anonymous
Erik Bergrud &
Kimberlee Ried
Stephanie Davis &
Kristen Patterson

Katie Kwo Gerson
Laura & Lewis Gregory
Amy Hunkeler
Diane Johnson

Jen Johnson
Yvette Miceli
Katherine & James
Schorgl

Debbie Starke
Geraldine “Jerry”
Vaughan
Katie Werner

OTHER SPONSORS
Karen Crnkovich
Jill Embry
Lisa Hoffman

VIP PATRONS
Janice Benjamin
Betty Goolsbee
Carol Logan

Sudy Hurst
Margaret Latshaw
Vicky Leonard
Don Newsom

Ash Parulekar
Marjorie Paulding
Mina Steen

PATRONS
Kay Bleakley
Ann Isenberg
Gretchen Ivy

Christy LaHood
Margaret Latshaw
Jovanna Rohs

Rachel Sexton
Gina Stingley
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